
Teach the children of guttenberg cult a lesson! 

Intended as an intro scenario to Necromunda for new players and a fun co-operative narrative game for 1-4 players 
 

Scenario: 

See https://sumocatretro.wixsite.com/sump-dwellers/post/teach-the-children-of-guttenberg-cult-a-lesson 
 

Forces: 

Players should choose up to 4 gang members to take part. The Gang Leader cannot be included, instead the gang will 
be led by a single chosen Champion or Specialist, with the rest comprised of gangers or juves from each player’s 
roster. Hangers on or Bounty Hunters may not be selected.  
As this is intended as an introduction game, it is suggested that gangers chosen have a ‘standard’ loadout as much as 
is possible, with weapons using few special rules.  
For the opposing Cult forces, have an approximate 1-1 ratio with the gang players.  
The player controlling the Cult fighters should play this as an introductory game, explaining the rules, playing 
thematically, so as to make the game as entertaining as possible (so the players want to come back!) 
 

 
 

Setup: 

The cult members are busy haranguing locals and handing out obscene literature. Place the cultists in a scattered 
manner in small groups, at least 12” from every table edge. 
The gangs are moving in to ambush the cultists. Each gang should enter from a different table edge, and take in turns 
to place their gang members following a roll-off. Gangers should be placed less than 4” from a table edge.  

 

TURN ORDER: 

As this game is a co-operative mission, the Cult forces should activate after each player activation (rather than after 
all player activations have completed).  
 

Ending the game: 

The game continues until no fighters (either gang members or cultists) are left on the board. There are no 
involuntary bottle rolls.  
 
Experience: 
If this is an intro/learning game XP and injuries do not have to be used, however these XP bonuses can be used if you 
wish.  
+ D6 Survives: Any fighter taking part in the battle that survives earns D6 experience. Regardless of whether they 
were taken out of action or not.  
+ 5 Per Wounding Hit.  

https://sumocatretro.wixsite.com/sump-dwellers/post/teach-the-children-of-guttenberg-cult-a-lesson


Special Rules: These should be visible to players before the game 
The following stats can be used for the standard Cultists. As members of the cult they subsist on only ‘the Seed of 
Father Guttenberg’ and so are extremely puny fighters.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Wargear & Equipment: Miniatures are armed with the equipment seen on the miniature or similar, for ease of play. 
They should have very limited armaments (a mix of less powerful shooting weapons, such as auto or stub guns, and 
basic melee weapons). Arm 1 or 2 cultists with perhaps grenades or a grenade launcher, in order to demonstrate the 
blast weapon and scatter rules.  
The Cultist Overseer should be armed with slightly better weaponry, as befits his station, and present a moderate 
threat to the player gangs.  
 

Special Rules: These should not be visible to players prior to the game.  
 

 
 
Father Guttenberg. 
A miniature representing Father Guttenberg should be placed in the middle of the table. He should be played in a 
cowardly manner, attempting to get away from the closest enemy miniatures that pose a threat to him. He has no 
attacking weapons but will defend himself in close combat if attacked. 
 
 
 



 
 
Father Guttenberg Final Form.  
As Father Guttenberg dies whimpering, there is a horrible splitting sound. Suddenly a great (insert horrible demon-
looking thing here) emerges from his mouth and/or anus. The Father Guttenberg miniature should be removed from 
the table and replaced with something suitably fearsome (use something around the size of a troll or ogryn).  This 
unit will automatically take the next activation.  
 

 
 
Skills – the demon ignores flesh wounds and pinning effects.  
Uncontrollable Lust – Unless an enemy fighter is within 6” and attacking (in which case, the demon can smell them 
and attack normally) roll a scatter dice each activation. Turn the unit to face the direction indicated on the dice. The 
unit will then carry out a double move in that direction towards any unit within a 90 degree line of sight (towards the 
closest enemy) and carry out a charge action if they are in range. Otherwise it will carry out a double move in that 
direction.  
Alternative rule: Players (majority vote) decide who the best looking miniature is within 18” and the demon targets 
that miniature to attack. This can be a miniature with nice hair, cool looking sunglasses, washboard abs etc.. 

 

MINIATURES: 

These cultist miniatures and Father Guttenberg (original form) are from the Frostgrave/Stargrave selection with 
some minor weapon conversions. The Final Form demon miniature is from the Mantic Games’ Plague range.  
Feel free to sub in miniatures from your own collection; standard Imperial Guardsmen might suffice as cultists, with 
an Ogryn (for the demon) and cowardly Commissar as the officer (Father Guttenberg). Perhaps the Guard are 
carrying out a recruitment campaign that has not gone down well with the locals? Use your imagination! 
 



 


